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County scale and National scale Historic Environment Mapping and Data available for BranscombeCounty scale and National scale Historic Environment Mapping and Data available for BranscombeCounty scale and National scale Historic Environment Mapping and Data available for BranscombeCounty scale and National scale Historic Environment Mapping and Data available for Branscombe    
 

Devon Historic Landscape Characterisation 

 

In order to record and understand the wider historic landscape of the county, Devon County Council and English Heritage have undertaken a Historic Landscape 

Characterisation project for the county (2005_. Historic Landscape Characterisation is a method for understanding and mapping the landscape that we see today with 

reference to its historical development. The Devon project has used digital mapping, which means that the results can be updated in the light of future research.  

 
This is an extract for the parish of Branscombe which shows the dominant historic landscape character present in today’s landscape. 
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This extract from the same digital dataset shows the survival of elements of the Post-Medieval Landscape in the parish of Branscombe 

© Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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© Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 

 

This extract from the same digital dataset shows the survival of elements of Medieval Landscape in the parish of Branscombe. 

However because this data has been created at a county scale – it have issues of resolution and accuracy at the parish scale. This is one of the reasons why Branscombe 

undertook the Branscombe Map Detectives Project. 

http://www.devon.gov.uk/index/environmentplanning/historic_environment/landscape-characterisation/historiclandscapecharacterisationmethodology.htm  
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Nationally Designated Heritage in Branscombe 

 
© Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 

 

The black stars represent Listed Buildings while the Purple areas are Scheduled Ancient Monuments. This information is derived from the National Heritage List for England  

- The National Heritage List for England is the only official and up to date database of all nationally designated heritage assets including: Listed Buildings, Scheduled 

Monuments, Protected Wreck Sites, Registered Parks and Gardens, Registered Battlefields, World Heritage Sites, Applications for Certificates of Immunity (COIs), Current 

Building Preservation Notices (BPNs). It can be searched by Building or Place Name or a postcode using the Map Search Facility   

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/professional/protection/process/national-heritage-list-for-england/ 
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Branscombe Map DetectivesBranscombe Map DetectivesBranscombe Map DetectivesBranscombe Map Detectives    
A series of three historic mapping workshops were held in Branscombe during 2013/2014. Local people from Branscombe and surrounding parishes 

attended each workshop and worked with historic maps to help answer a central question: 

We want to know what elements of the landscape today in Branscombe date from the 20th century, which date from the 19th century, and which are 

older than the 19th century?  

 

Each workshop started with people introducing themselves and then there was a short introduction by Emma Rouse, Wyvern Heritage and Landscape a 

précis of which is provided: 

“The Introduction - Hi my name is Emma Rouse and I'm a self-employed 

archaeologist and a heritage consultant. I run my consultancy called Wyvern 

Heritage and Landscape, and together with Phil Planel I am working on a project 

with East Devon AONB which is being funded by English Heritage to help local 

people create Historic Environment Action Plans. 

The focus of each workshop is the historic landscape of Branscombe, and 

understanding how the landscape we see today has come into being and how it's 

changed over the last 200 year. The majority of each workshop is actually made 

up of pouring over and looking at historic maps. We'll have a short introduction at 

the beginning outlining historic maps in Branscombe and I'll also say a little about 

the wider project and how it is that we're here to work with you today.  

 

Introducing Historic Environment Action Plans - So as I've already said we are 

working on an English Heritage funded project which is aiming to create historic 

environment action plans or HEAP for short. This is a term which English Heritage 

have been developing over the last 10 years or so and we are doing that work at 

two scales. Firstly we are creating a HEAP for the whole of the AONB landscape, 

which is to help the AONB team, and the local authority, people who work in the 

landscape, for example National Trust or the Forestry Commission, to really get a 

handle on what the important historical and archaeological aspects of the whole 

landscape are and help them manage it better in future. But alongside that we're 

also working with two parishes, Woodbury and Branscombe, to look to see how 

local people can create their own historic environment action plan.  

 

When we first introduce the concept to people it sounds quite scary. It's not 

immediately obvious what that means but basically there's four elements to the 

HEAP approach. The first is character. So that's about helping people understand 

how their parish, their village, their hamlet has come to look the way it does, 

what's the history of it,  and what are the features that survive from past times. 

The second aspect is significance. So that's basically asking you as local residents 

what is important in the landscape, what particular features do you treasure. The 

third aspect is about change. So it's about what is the trajectory of how things are 

changing? What are the forces that are enacting on how the village, and how the 

character of the parish will change going forward. And then finally, the fourth 

element is about action. So that is about all the things that a parish might get 

together and identify that they'd like to around history and archaeology. So that 

could be about looking at historic maps like we're doing today, and identifying 

that lime kilns are a very important feature but we don't know very much about 

their history, so how can we put together a little action to go forward and look 

into those in more detail. Another action could be that you've identified that 

there's change happening in the village and you want to be able to influence how 

that affects the character of the wider parish. That's another kind of action. So 

what we hope to do is work with you, to really help you bring that together into 

this holistic four strand approach. And because you've already done some 

excellent work, through the Branscombe Project it's about bringing existing work 

together as all. 
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Maps in Branscombe - The main purpose of each workshop is to think about 

character and learning about the landscape through using historic maps. So, I just 

wanted to say a few words about mapping in Branscombe. It we take it back to 

first principles, maps are all about how we find our place in the world.  

 

This map is the 

AONB's vision of 

their landscape. 

Here is Seaton, 

here is Sidmouth 

here. Branscombe 

can be clearly 

seen on the coast 

if we zoomed out 

we'd still know 

where you fitted 

in the Devon 

landscape.  

 

 

 

A key aspect is the topography and the relationship between places. Basically all 

maps are doing is taking a 3-D view and turning it into a flat vision, and we can do 

that when you take an aerial view. You're looking down from above, from a plane 

in this instance- this is just taken from google maps, and immediately you can 

start to see patterns in the structure of the village and how fields sit around it. 

And we could immediately start to ask question. Where is the historic core(s) of 

the village? When did the different parts come into being? How old are the fields 

that are around here? Are these field patterns original? How have they changed? 

That aerial view is also being represented in modern Ordnance Survey mapping.  

 

© Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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This is 1:25.000 Explorer, which is the kind of map most people are familiar with, 

along with the road atlas, because this is the map that you take out when you 

want to go exploring in the countryside because it has footpath information, it 

has the contour lines that tell you about the topography, it has the different kinds 

of roads and the different colours telling you about their different relative status 

potentially tells you how busy they might be. These maps are the primary ways 

people navigate the landscape. They also give us a whole hint to do with the 

spatial arrangement in the past. We could ask: ok so how old are those farms? 

How long have they been there? Have we got some hints of stripped fields here? 

What is the story of this landscape?  

 

What historic maps do is they allow us to introduce that fourth dimension, time. 

So that's the same area in the 1880s. 

 
 

Immediately we can see, we begin to get an idea of change in the landscape. So 

here all this big open field was previously many smaller fields that have been 

amalgamated at some time in the past. This map is 1880, so we know that has 

happened some time between the modern day and 1880. We can really start to 

dive into how those changes work. What's really good is this is also Ordnance 

Survey. Ordnance Survey mapping was first founded in 1871 and the first national 

coverage of maps was in 1823 and that was created setting up a series of 

triangulation points all across the country. What this means is because of the 

accuracy with which this mapping was done, it's very easy to overlay one map on 

top of the other, and directly see how things have changed. So it's a really 

powerful tool to allow us to look at the history of a particular place. We've chosen 

this particular map to work with you today, because it is the first coverage of the 

landscape at this sixth inch scale. It's the earliest accurate six inch scale Ordnance 

Survey map. If we had more time, then we could also bring earlier Ordnance 

Survey map, for example the 1820 Surveyor's maps, but they're not quite in such 

detail so it's more difficult to cross-compare between places.  

 

So this comparison of comparing the modern day landscape with previous historic 

maps to get an idea of how the character of the present day landscape has come 

into being has already been done in a county based process. It's something called 

historic landscape characterisation. That's been done for the whole county of 

Devon by Sam Turner, whose results are available online. If you go to the Devon 

County Council website and put in HLC or historic mapping, it'll come up with this 

data-set. And what Sam did several years ago now was he looked at the whole 

county and he looked at a modern map and he compared it against a series of 

historic maps which would include that 1880s map we've just looked at, and he 

tried to identify how the character of the whole Devon- what the historic 

elements of that character were. This is an extract for Branscombe. 
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 At this sort of county based scale, he's attempted to identify where the historic 

settlement of Branscombe was and the main patterns in the field and woods 

surrounding them. Then he started to make some assumptions about the history 

of the fields. So the purpely colours are the 20th century fields, fields that have 

been amalgamated, joined together in the 20th century and therefore having lost 

that earlier character. And then going into browns are the areas of 19th century 

fields, 18th century fields and even earlier, so fields have remnant stripped fields 

surviving from the medieval period. You can see that if you can make out this 

block here, you can see the pre 1750 fields surviving in that area. However, 

because this is county based, if you zoom into Branscombe, it starts to become 

less meaningful because it's been rapidly created, so you start to loose resolution 

and information.  

One of the purposes of this workshop is to help local people to create similar 

maps but that is much more targeted to their own parish and which answers 

the questions on the history of your fields, your woodlands, your buildings, that 

are also relevant to you but that would then allow us and the AONB to feed that 

information back up this wider county based AONB scale.  

 

Another issue with the HLC dataset is that because Sam Turner only had so much 

time, there are several key maps relevant to Branscombe which hasn't been 

looked at. And the first one of those is your tithe map. 

 
This dates to 1840, created after the 1836 Tithe Commutation Act which was all 

about calculating money due on plots of land. It consist of a map and a related 

apportionment, or written document. Each of the field has a plot number, which 

in the apportionment has information recorded against it. This has got a whole 

wealth of information: land ownership, occupiers, land use, and also the monies 

that were due on each plot. The map itself gives us a snapshot of what the fields 

were like at that 1839 point. So we can compare the 1839 against the 1880 to see 

what changed over that 40 year period. Also, we've have these other extracts to 

work with today.  
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These are the Manor of Branscombe map of 1810. 

 

 
 

The Law Map of 1793 

 

 

These were commissioned to look particularly at their land holdings. So you will 

see gaps as they haven't put in the information because it isn't relevant to what 

they were asking for. You will also find that you if you were to take the exercise 

and try to drop this directly on top of a modern map, they don't fit perfectly 

because you're going back further in time so the cartography wasn't as accurate. 

So it can sometimes a little tricky to match up the maps.  

 

Introducing the workshop - Our central question that we're asking is: 

 

We want to know what elements of the landscape today in Branscombe date 

from the 20th century, which date from the 19th century, and which are older 

than the 19th century?  

 

And the way we will answer this question at each workshop is that we've split the 

parish of Branscombe into a series of one kilometre squares, and we are going to 

ask you in groups to focus on a particular square and look at the way that four 

elements have changed over this period 

 

These elements are:  fields, woodlands, orchards and settlements.  

 

The reason why we chose those is we're trying to come up with a methodology 

that works for parishes across the whole of the AONB, and those four things are 

pretty much common to all places. Also they are kind of key features to the 

landscape. However, we would encourage you if you notice anything- I don't 

know, it could be a lime kiln, the site of an old windmill- to please write that down 

as well. We're not restricting you to just noticing changes in those four things. It's 

just a useful way to begin to get a sense of change in the landscape.  
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The method - You will be focusing on 1 square Km of the parish in your group to 

help answer this question 

• Introduce yourself round the table if people don’t know each other 

• You each have your own set of maps which you can annotate 

before you transfer your findings to the big overview map in the 

centre of the table 

• Split into two pairs, each group has been given: 

o an A2 map to annotate 

o A3 extract of the 1810 map, tithe map and 1880 map 

•  We suggest that Group 1 could focus on Fields and orchards and 

Group 2 on houses, and woodlands. 

Group 1  

Fields 

Start with the Tithe Map and the 1880 map – annotate the modern 

A2 map as follows: 

• Colour in green the field boundaries that are present on the 

tithe map and on the 1880 map; 

• Use a dotted green line for field boundaries on the tithe 

map that are not visible today.  

 

• Colour in orange new field boundaries added in 1880 (will 

be additional to those coloured green, as above);  

• Use a dotted orange line for field boundaries visible in 1880 

but not visible today (these will often parallel the green 

dotted lines of the vanished tithe map boundaries). 

 

 

Orchards 

 

Start with the Law/1810 map annotate the modern A2 map as 

follows: 

• orchards present on 1810 map, colour in yellow 

Next use the 1880 Map annotate the modern A2 map as follows: 

• orchards present on 1880 map, cross hatched brown in 

opposite direction  

Group 2 

Start with Houses 

 

Start with the Tithe Map in your hand out – the modern A2 map as 

follows 

• Houses present today and on tithe map - solid purple 

• Houses present on tithe map but not today – dotted purple 

outline 

 

Next use the 1880 Map annotate the modern A2 map as follows 

• Houses present today and on 1880 map – solid red 

• Houses present in 1880 but not today – dotted red outline 

NB At this scale we want to know if there are building(s) in the same 

location, you might notice that the layout of individual buildings has 

changed - if so you can put a ring round these in the appropriate 

colour 

 

Woodland 

 

Start with the Tithe Map of 1840 the modern A2 map as follows 
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• Hatch in blue the woodlands that are present today and on 

the tithe map; and use a dotted blue line for the edge of 

woodlands that are not present today.  

 

Next use the 1880 Map annotate the modern A2 map as follows 

 

• Hatch in pink the woodlands that are present today and on 

the 1880 map (additional to those coloured blue, as above);  

• Use a dotted pink line for woodland visible in 1880 but not 

visible today (these will often parallel the green dotted lines 

of the vanished tithe map boundaries). 

At the end of each workshop we displayed a large map of the area 

and asked each group to tell us what they had found. 
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Images from the Workshops 

 

 

 

 

Example map produced; composite map; the 

workshop in progress 
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Detailed Example of Work from Square 2 Northern Lane 

Modern Map Square 2 

 

1880s Map – Extract Square 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tithe Map – Extract Square 2 

 

1810 Manor of Branscombe – Extract Square 2 
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Example Annotation from Workshop – Square 2 showing fields in 1840 and 1880 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results – Fields present today and disappeared since tithe 

 

 

 

Results – Fields present today and disappeared since 1880 

 

Results – Houses present today and disappeared since tithe 
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Results – Houses present today and disappeared since 1880 

 

Results – Historic Orchards 1810 and 1880 

 

 

Results – Woodlands Tithe and 1880 

 

Results – Overview Change since Tithe Map 
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Results Overview Change since 1880 

 

 

 

 

 

Results: Overview Change from Tithe and 1880 combined 

 

 

© Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Map Detectives: The Results No 1 Bulstone and Coxe’s Farm 

What we noticed: 

 

• Large number of boundaries lost in 20th century 

• Lost house at Bulstone 

• New Farmstead at Higher Coxes Farm 

• Orchards surrounding farms gone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                         © Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Map Detectives: The Results No 2 Northern Lane 

What we noticed: 

 

• 16 boundaries lost 

• 1840-1880 changes on northern lane 

• Woodland 1840 same – new woodland down 

valley quarries and pits 

• Houses little alterations 

• Road and Cox’s Corner 1880 new houses 

• Orchards on the road gone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                         © Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Map Detectives: The Results No 3 Woodhouse 

What we noticed: 

 

• Boundaries lost to the east of Woodhouse lane 

• Orchards through valley 

• Quarries wooded over 

• Little post 1840 building 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                         © Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Map Detectives: The Results No 4 Littlecombe Barn 

What we noticed: 

 

• No orchards 

• Plats – an important feature 

• Medium boundary lost post 1880 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                         © Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Map Detectives: The Results No 5 Berry Barton 

What we noticed: 

 

• Little boundary loss 

• Concentration of orchards and 1840 buildings  

at Street 

• Plats 

• Coastal erosion 

• Tenanted farm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   © Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Map Detectives: The Results No 6 Branscombe Church 

What we noticed: 

 

• Little change between 1840 and 1880 

• No boundary loss 

• No barns 

• 8 or 9 orchards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                         © Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Map Detectives: The Results No 7 Great Knowle and Gays Farm 

What we noticed: 

 

• Woodland constant 

• Orchards gone 

• Building – continuity on spot remodelling 

• Disappeared houses 

• Field boundaries only lost on higher ground 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                         © Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Map Detectives: The Results No 8 Branscombe Mouth 

What we noticed: 

 

• Many buildings extended between 1840 to 1880 

• 1810 – cluster of buildings great seaside 

• Additional planting below Stockham Hill 

• Landslip at coast 

• 80% of 1840s field boundaries survive 

• More woodland substantial blocks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            © Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Map Detectives: The Results No 9 Rockenhayne 

What we noticed: 

 

• Little change since 1840 in field boundaries 

• Woodland expansion between 1840 and 1880 

• Little change in settlement pattern since 1880 

• Loss of Orchards to west of Edge Barton 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                       

© Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Map Detectives: The Results No 10 Higher Watercombe 

What we noticed: 

 

• Fields lots of boundary loss post 1880 to west 

• Conifers planted over field pattern 

• Small number of houses 

• Orchards previously clustered around farmhouses 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                         © Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Map Detectives: The Results No 11 Woodhead 

What we noticed: 

• xxxx 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                         © Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Map Detectives: The Results No 12 Branscombe Cross to Bulstone 

What we noticed: 

• Little change since 1840 in field boundaries 

• Some field boundaries removed between 1840 

and 1880 to east of Branscombe Cross 

• New 20th century Farm at Edge Farm 

• Extinguished track way leading north westwards 

from Edge Farm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                         © Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Map Detectives: The Results No 13 Weston 

What we noticed: 

• Survival of 1840s field boundaries 

• 20th century settlement expansion 

• Lack of building between 1840 and 1880 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                         © Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Map Detectives: The Results No 14 Lower Weston 

What we noticed: 

• Little change since 1840 in field boundaries 

• Expansion from Lower Weston Farm northwards 

between 1840 and 1880 

• Historic Orchards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                         

© Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Branscombe Branscombe Branscombe RoutewayRoutewayRoutewayRouteway    DetectivesDetectivesDetectivesDetectives    
One historic mapping workshops was held in Branscombe in November 2014. Local people from Branscombe and surrounding parishes attended each w and 

worked with historic maps to help answer a central question: 

We want to know what which routeways people in 1880 used to travel across Branscombe and why? 

 

Each workshop started with people introducing themselves and then there 

was a short introduction by Emma Rouse, Wyvern Heritage and Landscape 

and Barbara F from the Branscombe Project 

Introduction  

 

We we tend to think of landscape quite statically and actually the way we 

use the landscape involves constant movement. Therefore footpaths and 

tracks are the best way to get a sense of historic movement. And also 

tracks and footpaths are really telling you about activities right the way 

through the parish. On the one hand you've got all these farms, 20 farms in 

total in the middle of the 20th century, with the little tracks around the 

farmyard and the tracks going out to the fields, and then the tracks going 

out to the road. These are the hubs of the parish. There are tracks going to 

other activities, like lime kilns, quarries. There are also the footpaths that 

just feather out from all the hamlets and there are farm labourers going 

out to the fields, there are smugglers getting down to the cliffs, there are 

cliff plat farmers going down to the cliffs as well.. There's the postman 

doing his round round the village. And also of course, there are people 

coming in and using trackways. There are numerous delivery vans and cars. 

And all of these things. So I think trying to plot this and then seeing the 

dramatic change as all these activities actually fade away and today we 

have just these few designated footpaths. 

 

Why we are undertaking this work 

 

 This is a new methodology. It took a while to sort out the methodology for 

creating historic maps which were site or field orientated. They were in 

that sense slightly scattered. And that's fine. You had your kilometre 

squared and off you went. And I don't think this has been done before, and 

it's going to be very interesting to see how well we can achieve it.  I have 

been surprised that there's still an appetite for this sort of quite 

demanding work. I was very surprised when we started that we had such 

an uptake. What we are hoping to do as a sort of spin off from this is that 

the very early map from 1793 has gateposts marked on it and what we'd 

like to see is if we have an uptake over the winter of- giving people bits of 

the map and saying, go and find a gatepost!  

 

In summary of all the work we have been doing as individuals doing these 

small tasks including all the routeway work is historic landscape 

characterisation which is of course something professionals talk about, 

which doesn't have much currency, and yet that's actually what people 

have been achieving. I think for people who are interested in a historically 

constituted landscape then this is a way in to get a sense of the depth of 

the history of a place. There's two dimensions. There's the spatial 

dimension that people know quite well, and I suppose what we are trying 

to do is add the dimension of time which people find slightly harder to  

 

One of the reasons why we've been able to come and work with you is 

because you're actually our guinea pigs. You're helping us to come up with 

methods to then share with other parishes in East Devon and further 
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afield.  

 

The Methodology 

 

The first thing I want to say is this methodology I've tried to work up we've 

never used before. So one of the things you're going to be doing today is 

figuring out if it works or not, and if you can think of any better ways of 

doing it. So in terms of routeways, obviously we've already got the modern 

map, the OS Explorer maps, and we're very used to understanding them in 

terms of which are roads and then we know where we can go because we 

follow the public footpaths and the bridleways and byways. But in a certain 

respect, those kind of categories of whether or not you're allowed to walk 

on a track, whether or not you're allowed to take a horse on it area a kind 

of modern arbitrary designations that have come in the last 80 years or so. 

And before that, they had very little meaning. So what I have worked on is 

using the 1880s map to enhance our understanding. This is a very nice map 

because it shows how they approached where people could go at this date. 

And really the only things they distinguish between is trackways and 

footpaths. So what I've come up with is a method by which we can 

investigate where people were travelling across the landscape in 1880 and 

why, and where that coincides with what people are doing today. So again 

investigating what survives in today's landscape. Obviously it's very difficult 

with route ways because they're a spider's web, and we've got to give you 

something to focus on- through discussions with Barbara we've come up 

with a series of what we've called hubs, key focal points in Branscombe 

where a system of routeways radiating out from . We are going to be 

asking you in your pairs to focus on this nodal point in the landscape if you 

like, as a way to look at the network of trackways across the landscape.  

 

So if I give you out- as always and instruction sheets. 
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What we did 

You will be focusing on a key nodal points in the parish in your group to help 

answer this question 

• Introduce yourself round the table if people don’t know each other 

• You each have your own set of maps which you can annotate 

before you transfer your findings to the big overview map in the 

centre of the table 

• Split into two groups, each group has been given: 

o an A3 modern map to annotate 

o an A4 colour copy of the modern map 

o A3 extract of the 1880 map 

Each group should start at the centre point on the map marked with a 

letter and do the following: 

Stage One - Annotate the modern A3 black and white map showing the 

route of footpaths and tracks radiating from the central point (labelled 

with a letter) in 1880. Cover as much of the map as you can 

 

Annotate the modern A3 map as follows: 

• Use a red line to show the route of 

footpaths in 1880.  

 

Indicated often by a single dashed line 

labelled F.P.  

 

 

 

• Use a blue line to show the route of 

trackways in 1880 

 

Indicated often by a double dashed or 

solid line 

 

Stage Two: Number each section of track or footpath and using the map 

and your local knowledge suggest the main reason why people may have 

used it in 1880 using the attached table. There may be more than one 

reason. Some suggestions to help you might include: 

- To reach neighbouring dwellings 

- To leave the parish 

- To access woodland resources 

- To reach the platts 

- To reach quarries 

- To reach lime kilns or other industries 

- To reach mills 

- To reach water sources 

- To reach the church 

- To reach the village centre 

- To reach neighbouring dwellings 

- To reach the coast 

- To reach open land for grazing and other resources 

- e.g. 

Section Main Reason for use 

1 To access platts and nearby limekiln (suitable for carts) 

2 To access Berry Barton Farm on foot 
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Branscombe Routeway Detectives: The Results – Street 
 

ID Purpose 

1 Out of Village 

2 To Higher House and orchards 

3 To orchards 

4 To pits 

5 to orchards and farm 

6  To farmland and plats 

7  To farmland and plats 

8  To farmland and plats 

9  To farmland and plats 

10 Out of parish 

11 To quarries and plats 

11 To plats 

12 To quarries and plats 

13 To quarries and plats 

14 To quarries and plats 

15 To quarries 

16 To quarries 

16 To quarries 

16 To quarries 

17 To quarries 

18 To school, shops and bakery 

 19 To pits/quarries 

 20 school to church 

21 To orchards 

 22 To quarries 

23 

To coal delivery/storage and 

kilns 

What we noticed 

• SW coastal path (Sidmounth to Beer) anti-smuggling 

• Routes to of plats  

• Church to plats 

• Routes to Quarries 

• School to forge 

• School to church 

© Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Routeway Detectives: 

The Results – Berry Barton 

ID Purpose 

1 FP farm to fields and route to cliffs 

2 FP to barn and cliffs 

3 FP to barn and cliffs 

4 FP to fields 

5 FP along beach to tracks through cliffs 

6 FP from farm to fields - cliff 

7 FP from farm to fields - cliff 

8 FP from farm to fields - cliff 

9 FP from farm to fields - cliff 

10 FP access to fields/coast/cliff 

11 FP access to fields/coast/cliff 

12 FP access to fields/coast/cliff 

13 FP access to fields/coast/cliff 

14 FP access to fields/coast/cliff 

15 FP to quarries for cliff farmers 

17 FP to quarries/cliffs 

18 to fields/extension of routeways 

19 FP to fields/extension of route 

20 TW to fields/extension of route 

21 FP access to woodland and quarries 

22 FP access to woods/quarries/cliffs 

23 FPs on cliff face - access for plats 

24 FPs on cliff face - access for plats 

 

What we noticed 

• 3 footpaths extinguished 

• Kiln lane 

• Network through cliffs 

• Marked footpath along beach 

• Strange dogleg – through fields – slight deviations – access to coast 

© Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Routeway Detectives: The Results – 

Vicarage 

ID Purpose 

1 To old quarries and woodland 

2  To old quarries and woodland 

3  To fields and out of village 

4 To fields and out of village 

5 From Manor Mill out to beach and coast guard cottages 

6 To Great Seaside, plats and East Beach 

7 Branscombe to Beer 

8 To coastguard cottages and beach 

9 From Manor Mill to track and out of village 

10  From Gay's Fm. To fields, quarries and Woodhead fm. 

11 To Hazelwood 

12 No longer a track but copied from 1880 map [?] 

13  to old quarries and woodland 

14 Beer to Branscombe rd and continues to beach 

15  Continuation of road from Street through village and up to Woodhouse 

Fm. 

16 TW now a BOAT to fields and road 

17 TW linking road (15) to (14) and to fields and Lower House 

18 FP, was TW joining (3) to fields and Beer 

19  To Little Seaside from FP (5), Manor Mill to Beach 

20  To fields and on to Beer 

21 To fields 

 

What we noticed 

• Lower house – trackways – disappeared copied onto new maps 

• Old disused quarries 1880s – woodlands 

• Farm access 

• Leading to dwellings and coasts 

• Fields exit from village 

• Pattern remains 

© Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 
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Branscombe Routeway Detectives: 

The Results – Edge Barton 

ID Purpose 

1  to neighbouring dwelling + water? - ram 

2  to reach quarries 

3  to reach neighbouring dwellings 

4 to reach village - access to Hole Mill  

5  to reach open grazing 

6  to reach quarry 

7 to reach open grazing 

8  to reach neighbours and leave parish 

9  access to fields 

10 to water and woodland access 

11  neighbours, grazing and village 

12 to woodland 

13  to leave parish 

14  to quarries 

15 to grazing and neighbours 

16  to woodland 

 

 
What we noticed 

• Tracks and paths – relatively familiar 

• Complexity and tracks – crisscrossed 

• Northern edge coppice – woodland activities 

• Main route out north now overgrown 

• Myriad of tracks   

© Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Routeway Detectives:               

The Results – The Church 

 

 

ID Purpose 

1 TW through village 

2 TW to Berry Hill - significant rd to Berry fm and Weston (medieval) 

3 TW to old pits 

4 TW School Lane leading Culverwell & Hole 

5 Old TW between Church Living Fm and Culverwell 

6 TW through former orchard (Rising Sun) 

7 Wobble rd to Woodhouse and out of village to Honiton 

8 Old TW associated with Barnell's Fm, starts behind bank - farm labourers track 

9 TW Mill Lane - access to Mill Fm. 

10 Mill access for bank 

11 TW access to mill from square 

12 TW Sellers Wood out to Woodhead and Old Lyme Rd, Gays and Lower House 

13 TW from mill to old lime kiln on Kiln Lane, 14a fm. TW to Bovey 

14 Kiln lane to Berry Fm to Branscombe mouth 

15 Quarry TW to Kiln Lane 

16 FP from Berry via Ball Hill to Kiln Lane 

17 FP from Street to No. 16 

18 FP Blue Ball to kiln Lane quarries 

19 FP farm to footpath to Berry Camp 

20 Church FP to Kiln Lane (cliff plats, smugglers, etc.) 

21 Farm FP around Barnell's fields 

22 FP from Mill lane to Branscombe Mouth 

23 FP cliff plat and smuggler's paths 

  

What we noticed 

• Main tracks to village 

• Street Hubs – path to church path 

• Farm access 

• Mill lane access to mill lane 

© Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 

100023746 
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Branscombe Routeway Detectives: The 

Results – Hangman’s Stone 

 

 

ID Purpose 

1 FP Bovey House to cross rd (NE) short cut through field 

2 FP. Shortcut from A across field to Bovey House. 

3 FP Shortcut from just E of Hangman's stone to Bovey house. 

4 FP Shortcut from Hangman's stone to Little Borcombe 

5 3 variant FPs, shortcuts across Bovey Down (then open scrub) from Hangman's stone 

6 2 TW variants across Bovey Down - one steeply rising 

What we noticed 

• Focal point for 3 parishes 

• Bovey house – Bovey Down 

• Road Lime Regis – gone at Bovey House 

© Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance 

Survey 100023746 
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Branscombe Routeway Detectives: The Results – 

Woodhead 

ID Purpose 

1 FP from Bovey House to Beer road 

2 2 FPs from Bovey House to Branscombe or Higher Barn or Beer quarries 

3 Trackway (TW): Bovey House to Woodhead 

4 FP to beech platations from Bovey House 

5 TW: Higher Barn to Beer Rd 

6 TW: Higher Barn to Branscombe - Vicarage lane 

7 TW in Higher Watercombe Farmyard 

8 FP - access to fields and Locksey Cross 

9 TW to Lower Watercombe 

10 FP Lower Watercombe to Woodhead + field + water source 

11 FP access to fields + Branscombe + Sellers Wood Hill 

12 FP - Field access 

13 TW quarry to Locksey's Lane 

14 TW quarry to Gay's Farm 

15 FP to old quarry, Woodhouse Hill and fields 

16 TW to Branscombe - still in use 

17 FP access to fields and woodland and Beer 

18 FP access from Sellerswood to Knowle Coppice woodland and Vicarage hill 

19 FP access to fields and beer head + over to Southcombe Fm. 

20 FP access from Beer caves to Beer head + Southcombe Fm. 

21 TW access to Higher Watercombe + fields for stock, etc.  

22 Access to gay's Fm. + fields 

 

What we noticed 

• Houses had trackways along back for wells 

• Original trackways near footpaths 

• Footpaths disappeared – most trackways – links to woodlands and quarries 

• Footpath to spring 

© Crown Copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 100023746 
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Historic Historic Historic Historic Hydraulic BranscombeHydraulic BranscombeHydraulic BranscombeHydraulic Branscombe    

 

© Crown Copyright and 

database rights 2014 Ordnance 

Survey 100023746 
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Pumps 

We have captured the location of historic pumps from the 1880s 1st Edition Ordnance Survey Map 

PUMPS Easting Northing Symbol Mark on map  

Opposite Coxe's 

(South) 317953 89176 P marked with dot 

Higher House 318230 89177 Pump marked with dot 

Cotte 318485 89038 P marked with  dot 

Cotte 318538 89030 P marked with  dot 

Berry Barton 318438 88779 P marked with  dot 

Berry Cottages 318553 88778 P marked with  dot 

Opposite Pitt 318917 88798 P marked with dot but open circle on slightly later map 

Culverhole 319400 88973 P marked with dot 

Dis. Building nr Church 319603 88497 P marked with dot 

Bridge (old Post Office) 319739 88660 P marked with dot 

School 319606 88646 P marked with dot 

Barnell's 319761 88869 P marked with dot 

Woodhead 320450 90148 P marked with dot 

     

(based on 1888 OS 1st series. Accurate to 1metre where 'open circle' on later georectified map permits) 

 

Springs 

We have captured the location of historic wells from the 1880s 1st Edition Ordnance Survey Map 

SPRINGS Easting Northing Symbol Mark on map 

NW of Fountain 

Head 318727 88902 Spring marked with dot but open circle on slightly later map 

Little Seaside 320520 88443 Spring marked with dot but open circle on slightly later map 

Goosemoor 320259 89603 Spring marked with dot but open circle on slightly later map 

Lower Watercombe 320047 90175 Spring marked with dot but open circle on slightly later map 
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SPRINGS Easting Northing Symbol Mark on map 

Edge Barton 318451 89914 Spring marked with dot but open circle on slightly later map 

Edge Tithe Barn 318228 90040 Spring marked with dot but open circle on slightly later map 

     

 (based on 1888 OS 1st series. Accurate to 1metre where 'open circle' on later georectified map permits) 

Wells 

We have captured the location of historic wells from the 1880s 1st Edition Ordnance Survey Map 

WELLS Easting Northing Symbol Mark on map 

Hole Mill 319258 89460 Well marked with dot but open circle on slightly later map 

Blue Ball 319170 88630 W Marked with open circle  

Culverhole 319410 89013 Wells Note plural and tiny salient in field to accommodate well,marked with open circle on slightly later map 

Grapevine 319290 88536 W marked with dot but open circle on slightly later map 

Just West of Church 319504 88491 W marked with dot but open circle on slightly later map 

Post Office 319656 88575 W marked with dot but open circle on slightly later map 

Barnell's 319766 88912 W marked with dot but open circle on slightly later map 

Bickham 319289 90099 W marked with dot but open circle on slightly later map 

200m SW  Lower 

House 320248 89047 W marked with dot but open circle on slightly later map 

     

 (based on 1888 OS 1st series. Accurate to 1metre where 'open circle' on later georectified map permits) 

 

Hydraulic Rams 

Evented in 1772 a Hydraulic Ram is a cyclic water pump powered by hydropower. It takes in water at one "hydraulic head" (pressure) and flow rate, and outputs water at a 

higher hydraulic head and lower flow rate. The device uses the water hammer effect to develop pressure that allows a portion of the input water that powers the pump to 

be lifted to a point higher than where the water originally started. These are the Historic Hydraulic Rams we are aware of in Branscombe. 
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Hydraulic 

Rams 

General location or property served Grid ref 

Easting 

Grid ref 

northing 

Status if known Marked on  1:25000 

map 

1 Rockenhayne 319200 90400 Ram building visible & maintained 

but not accessible across stream  

Yes 

2 Unknown 318300 91200 Not accessible and no nearby buildings Yes 

3 Bulstone 318100 89800 Several rams in this area either removed 

 or in ruinous state (Ralph Cox could explain)  

Yes 

4 Cottages below Edge Farm 318400 89900 Not working but intending to be restored No     

5 Behind Fountain Head Inn served 

Berry Hill cottages & Berry Barton 

Farm 

318700 88800 Ram removed by David Hurford but hut remains No     

6 Served Woodhead & Higher 

Watercombe  

320100 90200 Ruinous No     

7 Served Elverway 319200 90600 Now ruinous. According to Edwin Purchase there was a 

waterwheel, then windpump, then hyd. Ram. (Electric pump 

now used) 

Yes 

8 Gays Farm 320300 89300 Working ram No     

9 Edge Barton 318800 89800 Ruinous No     

10 Served Hill Arrish 319300 89300 Superceded by electric pump in ram hut, 

 but status now unknown 

Yes 

11 Weston but not known where it 

served 

316400 88900 Not known No     

12 Weston 'WORKS' pumping station 

that served RAF Branscombe in 

WW2, later council accomm. 

316400 88800 Ruinous but some machinery remains Yes 
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Meads 

A mead is a type of wet meadow. These are Meads which were recorded on the Branscombe Tithe Map. A Meads may be associated with former existence of Hatch 

Meadows 

Tithe Plot 

No - 

Meads Land Owner Lessee Occupier Estate Description 

Land 

Use*  Acreage 

13 D&C of Exeter  Smith, Charles Webb  Butter, John Weston weston mead M     3   3   34 

18 D&C of Exeter  Smith, Charles Webb  Butter, John Weston little mead P     1   2   26 

45 D&C of Exeter  Bartlett, Barnaby J. Stuckey Bastyn, Thomas Weston east mead A     2   3   30 

129 D&C of Exeter  Sansom, John   Besley, Charles Lower Bulstone bulstone mead M     2   2   12 

219 D&C of Exeter  Stuckey, Vincent  Fox, Robert Baldash lower mead M     3   0   34 

220 D&C of Exeter  Stuckey, Vincent  Fox, Robert Baldash higher mead M     2   2   38 

920 D&C of Exeter Ford, Nicholas  Ford, Nicholas Lower House castle mead M N   1   0   33 

984 D&C of Exeter Ford, John Ford, John Little Seaside (barton lands) great mead M     3   1   25 

386 D&C of Exeter  Bartlett, Barnaby J. Stuckey  Spiller, Robert Jnr. Hooknell dock mead M     2   1     0 

475 D&C of Exeter  Stuckey, Vincent  Chick, Samuel Lower Deane (barton lands) little mead P     0   3   38 

674 D&C of Exeter  Sweetland, John  Newcombe, William Barnwell the mead M     1   1   14 

686 D&C of Exeter   Brown, John  Brown, John Mill (barton lands) little mead M     0   3     7 

704 D&C of Exeter   Brown, John  Brown, John Mill (barton lands) house mead Me     2   1   20 

830 Bartlett, Barnaby J. Stuckey    Ford, John Watercombe the mead M     2   3   20 

921 Bartlett, Barnaby J. Stuckey    Ford, Nicholas Wootons wooton mead M     2   0   30 

774 Bartlett, Barnaby J. Stuckey  Hook, Edward   Spiller, Robert Junior Bickham little mead P     2   2   30 

306 Earl of Ichester  Bartlett, Barnaby J. Stuckey  Spiller, Robertson Edge Barton seven acre mead M     8   0   34 

959 Peppin, Rev. Sydenham Henry     himself glebe vicarage mead M     1   0     3 

         

* M= Meadow A=Arable P=Pasture        
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Shutes – from Branscombe Project exhibition archive  

What follows is an edited version of the interpretation material - to be used in 

conjunction with the hydraulic map derived from 1888 OS data (see springs and 

wells) prepared for the HEAP project . 

See also: Photos of a pump and of a shute. Photo of the shute at the square. 

Painting of the shute at Street; Large display boards on mills, hydraulic rams and a 

generic on shutes (half a board); installation of piped water; ideas of cleanliness 

and washing/bathing; dew ponds; catch meadows. 

Brian Dowell: [After the mains went through] people didn’t change, they still went 

to the shute. I mean Archie Gill always used …. 

Horace Pike: Always. If you was avin’ a whiskey and water in the Fountain [Head] 

uptil not very many years ago, you always had shute water. 

Celia Andrews: [People still use it] – Oh yes, oh definitely! Bill Carpenter, Joyce 

Scott I’m sure she uses it …. [I] take a five litre bottle up every second day and 

walk back down with it …. People come in their cars with containers, and fill their 

cars up with it. 

THE SQUARE 

Ivor Dowell: Village square right by the pillar-box. There used to be a shute there. 

All these shutes had a great big long lead pipe comin’ out of the bank ….. I 

remember when they used to go out and queue up with buckets. 

Gwyneth Acton-Stow:  When we stayed with my Great Grandma at Hillside 

cottage, all the water was carries up from the Village Square. The water spout 

was next to the post box. This was used by others and was a meeting place for the 

women. 

Frank Adlam: It’s a lot higher now, because the road has been built up … It’s long 

since been cut off, but even if it was working you wouldn’t be able to get a bucket 

under to fill it up, and that’s what people used to do. 

LITTLE SEASIDE: 

Rita Saunders: There was one down Little Seaside … cos…. If we were short of 

water [at Eastcote] we used to go down there and get [some] for drinking. 

Lilley Gush: Down the end of the garden, and down a few steps, there was an 

open stream – like a spring. Pure.  Always had a bucket under it so you didn’t 

have to wait too long. Had a zinc can with a spout, could fill your kettles easily. ….. 

When they brought piped water through the village, they digged up our garden 

but they wouldn’t give us a tap .. 

Shutes that have gone: 

THE FORGE: 

Roy Denning: Yes, I know where that one is. In the hedge, yes … That one was 

running not long ago. I could nearly find that one for you, because if it choked up I 

used to put the rod in because it made my field wet. Opposite Mr Hansford’s – 

yes, there was always a bucket underneath there. 

FOUNTAIN HEAD: 

Rita Saunders: Up at the bottom of Berry hill, up by the telephone box, there used 

t’be a little one there. I mean not a lot o’ water coming out …. But it was good …. 

Water to drink. 

 

 

 

POST OFFICE: 
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Ivor Dowell:  Between the house that’s just been thatched – Rose cottage – and 

the Post Office, across the road from there, there was a thing goin’ all the time …. 

Supplied water … for a lot of people up there. 

Horace Pike: It used to come from under the Pound.  What I always wants to 

know is: the Pound was nobody’s land, wasn’t it? …….. 

BANK: 

Rita Saunders: One over at Bank – the end house where the Vernons used to 

[live]. 

Wynne Clarke: There was one over where Granny Rowson used to live. … 

There were any number of WELLS, some of them very deep indeed. Here we make 

mention of just a few. 

Tom White: [At Bury farm] it was 90 foot deep and nine foot of water, used to be. 

Peter Blackman: [Hazelwood] The well is 80 foot deep and under the kitchen sink. 

It was used until 1946 – it’s now closed over. My aunt, Dame Harriet Chick – who 

was a scientist/nutritionist – had the water analysed: a extremely good quality, 

hard, pure water. In the old days, the well was cleared a couple of times a year, 

and Grandmother used to sit by the side, hands held tight, awaiting the return of 

the ‘cleaners’! To test for gases before the descent, a candle was lowered …. 

Ron Denning: … Church living had a well …. Just in front of the house, and it’s 

there visible now. 

Rita Saunders: Down at Blue Ball. I think it t’was where Margaret [Rogers] and 

they’ve got their garage – there was a well. And of course, there’s a well down 

Grapevine …. 

And …. Up by Rosemary [Pavey’s] …… there was a well there, but it wasn’t sort of 

drinkable. Well, you did it for washin’ I s’pose that made a bit of difference. 

There was a pump at the bakery. 

Wynne Clarke: [Grapevine] Years ago, when I was just a child, it was just a well, 

and I expect you’ve heard of the Hansfords? Aileen’s brother? He fell down there 

… But they got him up. Well then they put the pump there. But before they put 

the pump, we always knew nothing but the well and that’s where we got all our 

water for everything. Even the toilet. And every night, everybody used to fill a 

bucket of water and bring it in before they went to bed, in case you needed …. 

Water durin’ the night 

Always used to put the bucket down on a rope and pull the rope up – there 

wasn’t a winding thing …. We never had the water purified to drink him now, but 

it’s as clear as crystal. 

Ivor Dowell: … Right up the top end o’ Branscombe, where you fork off to go 

t’Honiton, there’s a cottage there, isn’t there, against the wall, they had a pump. I 

think some of the stonework still there. 

Water was also used to generate electricity: 

Ivor Dowell: Ford used to have their own ‘lectric supplied by water. There used to 

be water leats … going down through the valley and it used to go along 

somewhere up just below the Lookout. And the water used t’run from that field, 

right down a great pipe and … come down a big wheel down to the bottom. Used 

to make enough light for the Shanty and the Lookout …. It’s a shame because that 

water, when it wasn’t working, used t’go right out over the edge of the cliff, down 

over the waterfall .. and come out on the beach there. 
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Historic Farmsteads in BransHistoric Farmsteads in BransHistoric Farmsteads in BransHistoric Farmsteads in Branscombecombecombecombe    
 

 

© Crown Copyright and 

database rights 2014 Ordnance 

Survey 100023746 
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Historic 

Farmsteads Name Still a farm 1920 Still a farm in 2005 Listed 

House 

Plans/Photos recent planning X Y 

1 Berry Barton 1950 - working farms yes       318390 88780 

2 Church Living 1950 - working farms no 2*     319556 88521 

3 Culverwell 1950 - working farms yes ?   yes 319410 88950 

4 Dawes/Higher Coxes 1950 - working farms no     yes 317430 83530 

5 Edge Barton 1950 - working farms no  2*     317536 89932 

6 Edge 1950 - working farms yes   plans   317850 9041 

7 Elverway 1950 - working farms yes       319400 90800 

8 Gay's 1950 - working farms yes       320200 89500 

9 Glenfield New since 1951 yes       317840 90970 

10 Great Seaside 1950 - working farms no 2 plans + photos   320750 88360 

11 Higher Bulstone 1950 - working farms no       317800 98650 

12 Lower bulstone 1950 - working farms no     yes 317550 83530 

13 Mill  1950 - working farms yes     yes 319900 88580 

14 Pitt 1950 - working farms no       318930 88770 

15 Rocken Hayne 1950 - working farms no       319040 90460 

16 Taylor's (Higher House) 1950 - working farms no 2   yes 318260 89170 

17 Watercombe 1950 - working farms no     yes  320030 90620 

18 Weston (lower) 1950 - working farms yes       316670 88980 

19 Weston (higher) 1950 - working farms no       316840 88980 

20 Woodhead 1950 - working farms yes 2 plans + photos   320460 90150 

21 Woodhouse 1950 - working farms yes       319440 89520 

22 Barnell's not working by 1950 no 2     319826 88844 

23 Cotte Barton not working by 1950 no 2     318472 89036 

24 Deem's not working by 1950 no 2     318716 88910 

25 Edge Barton manor not working by 1950 no 2*     318536 89932 

26 Edge Barton granary not working by 1950 no 2     318545 89962 

27 Edge Barton stables not working by 1950 no 2     318565 89952 

28 Great Seaside not working by 1950 no 2     320750 88360 

29 Hole House not working by 1950 no 2*     319137 89471 

30 Jasmine+Rosemary Cottage not working by 1950 no 2     316632 89050 

31 Little Seaside not working by 1950 no 2     320518 888469 

32 Margell's not working by 1950 no 2*     318852 88845 

33 The Rookeries not working by 1950 no 2     318802 88827 
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Historic 

Farmsteads Name Still a farm 1920 Still a farm in 2005 Listed 

House 

Plans/Photos recent planning X Y 

34 Windy Cottage not working by 1950 no 2     319403 88472 

35 Baldash not working by 1950 no       319080 90790 

36 Scotshayes not working by 1950 no       320168 89360 

 

This information is based on the Branscombe Project (BP) farm history boards and Phil Planel has worked up some point data, plans and related data on farm size. 

This is the current picture: 

1. Of the 20 farms still working c1950 (see attached spreadsheet), four are listed: Edge 

Barton, Great Seaside, Higher House, Woodhead. Only half of these 20 farms were still 

working in 2005. Only Woodhead was both listed and working in 2005. The listing, with 

maps and grid refs, can be accessed on a private site which uses EH data 

:  http://www.britishlistedbuildings.co.uk/england/devon/branscombe  or from the EH 

website http://www.englishheritage.org.uk/professional/protection/process/national-

heritage-list-for-england/ . There are a further dozen or so listed buildings that 

were farmhouses but went out of use pre-1950. Most are pre-1750, a handful are 

medieval in origin. 

2.  There may also be some deserted farmstead sites, but all sites deserted since 

1840 we know of seem to have been cottages rather than farms (including the one 

brought to our attention near the NT offices). This needs double checking. 

3. Information can be derived from Martin Smith has generated a geo-rectified and 

polygonised map of Branscombe  (see right)) showing all the 1840 land holdings over 50 

acres in extent, which should be useful in matching historic farmsteads with land 

(though noting John's caveat about leasehold). 

Here is a  list of holdings of over 30 acres, since some earlier farms were under 50 acres 

in extent. 

Branscombe Farm occupiers C1840 in acres – from tithe apportionment 

 

Bastyn, Thomas   Weston   130 

Belsey, Charles   Lower Bulstone   68 

Blackmoor, Elizabeth  Pitt    41 

Brown, John   Mill (Barton)  34 

Burrow, William   Rockenhayne  94    

Butter, John   Weston   113   

Croom, Joseph   Ashton   283    

Daw, James   Woodhouse   60 
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Ford, John   Margel’s    40 

“    Scotshayes   49    

“    Gay’s    43 

“    Higher Watercombe 65 

“    Little Seaside (Barton)  55 

“    Watercombe   91 

Ford, Nicholas   Lower House   98 

“    Wooton’s    31 

Fox, Robert   Elverway   106 

Fox, Robert   Baldash     84    

Harding, Charles   Great Seaside  153 

Newberry, Thomas   Woodhead  66 

Page, James   Higher Bulstone  35 

Phippen, George   Weston   220 

Phippen,  John   Landway   106 

“    Ashton    31 

“    Hole    47 

Power, Robert   Culverhole   40 

“    Taylors    31 

Chick, Samuel   Berry Barton  263 

Spiller, Robert   Hooknell    55 

“    Bickham    53 

“    Edge Barton  336 

 

 

4. Tithe map and apportionments (on-line on the East Devon AONB site) reveal other ex-farmhouses, with the name of 1840 holdings, still in the landscape today, but not 

listed nor covered by the BP as they were already out of use by 1950: Scotshayes for example.  

5. Phil Planel holds copies of all the Branscombe listing details collated into one document and has done the same for up to date plans (EDDC website) and for 2nd edition 

OS plans of the 1950 farmsteads. 

Next steps? 

1. Two of the listings were carried out as far back as 1955, two others in 1988, so it might be an good idea to visit at least one of these farmsteads to see what has changed. 

Woodhead farm has a particularly sympathetic owner with excellent house and farm history, with lots of photos (BP). This was the target of a site visit in 2014. It would also 

be some value in looking at: 

a. One or two listed farmhouses that were no longer working farms in 1950 (Coxes? - excellent BP history)) 

b. One or two farms that have gone out of production since 1950 

c. One or two farms still working today. 

The suggested approach for the above is to compare the 2nd edition OS footprint with current mapping, compare elevations where photographic evidence makes this 

possible (see column on spreadsheet) and report back on the legibility of the buildings today, their likely status, function, and landscape setting. 

2. The existence of other farmhouses can be inferred where, at Lower Deane, for example, the listed cottage was part of a larger house and also part of a 29 acre holding 

called Lower Deane in 1840. This information can be cross-referenced with the 1851 census - occupant classed as a farmer, as opposed to labourer. This is true of other 
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village houses with farm holdings as small as 16 acres (No 56, John Selley). This could lead to a wider reconstruction of the 19th century farming landscape of 

Branscombe, which might also include field barns, and would in turn give clues about earlier periods - maybe beyond scope of this HEAP study though 

3. Explore links with other HEAP areas of interest: movement, paths and tracks; hydraulic Branscombe, orchards. Eg.: do farmsteads act as nodal points for paths and 

tracks? Do 1840 'lone' orchards hint at the existence of an earlier cottage or farm. 

4. Overlay the farmstead layer on the solid geology (spring line settlement? etc.).   
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Disappeared HousesDisappeared HousesDisappeared HousesDisappeared Houses    in Branscombein Branscombein Branscombein Branscombe    
 

 

© Crown Copyright and 

database rights 2014 Ordnance 

Survey 100023746 
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Disappeared Houses 

David Rockey, a Branscombe Project volunteer, compiled a map marking the known sites of all the buildings in the parish which local people knew had once existed. The 

most interesting category, as regards further investigation and archaeology, are the sites of cottages and farms which were allowed to fall into ruin and which have not 

been built over or developed in any way. The data on David's map is now on a spreadsheet, complete with map references. 

D.Rookey's 

ref. Name Easting Northing Comments 

A Original Elverway Farm 318800 90800 Disappeared house worthy of investigation. DR reports building materials 

B Lower Watercombe 320000 90100 Disappeared house worthy of investigation. BB and JT report sign of house platform 

C Little Hooknoll 319100 89900 Disappeared house worthy of investigation. House platform located on HEAP walk (19.08.2014) 

D Lower Bullstone 317500 89800 Workshops today 

E Hooknoll 319200 89700 

Disappeared house worthy of investigation. Large site walls survive to 3 metres. Birth place of Mary 

Salter's husband (Lamberts) 

E* Keeper's Cottage 319200 89800 Not on DR's original list but located on HEAP walk on 19.08.2014 

F Hole Mill 319200 89400 Mill, without accommodation, survives as out-building 

G Timber Mill 320200 89200 Mill, without accommodation, survives as out-building 

H Lower House 320300 89100 Entirely rebuilt 

J 2 cottages 318500 89000   

K Smithy at Fountain 318700 88800   

L Weslyan Chapel 318800 88800 2 cottages today 

M Methodist Chapel 319100 88600 Cottage today 

N Tithe barn 318400 88700 Berry Barton 

N1 Tithe barn 318200 90000 Edge 

O Egg packing station 319500 88500 ? 

P 

2 cottages and school 

house 319600 88600 Entirely rebuilt 

Q Workshop, cobblers       

R Garages 320000 88600   

S 4 cottages     ? 
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D.Rookey's 

ref. Name Easting Northing Comments 

T Carpenter's workshop 320200 88800   

U RHOB room (Buffaloes) 320200 88800 Back of Mason's Arms - now part of pub  

V 2 cottages 320300 88800   

w 2 Cottages     Frank Adlam 

X Old Vicarage 320400 88700   

Y Cottage 320700 88300 Friar's Park - was 2 cottages. 1 burnt down - opposite Great Seaside - car parking space today. 

Z Old coal yard 320600 88100   

AA 3 Coastguard cottages 320500 88100   

BB Weston House ruin 316600 88900   

CC Weston Watch house 316400 87900 May be a disappeared house worthy of investigation 

DD Ned Purse's house 318800 87900 May be a disappeared house worthy of investigation 

EE Cottage       

FF Bonner's 320200 89200 May be a disappeared house worthy of investigation 

GG Cottage 319700 88700 on site of NT offices - seems to have been a farm rather than a house 

HH 2 Bridge Cottages 319700 88600 Was 3 

JJ Old bakery 319700 88600   
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Medieval BranscombeMedieval BranscombeMedieval BranscombeMedieval Branscombe    
Here is a map of some of the features in Branscombe as they might have 

been in 1339, drawn for John Torrance by Sean Goddard of the 

Geography Dept, Exeter University. 

 

The shaded area is the home farm of La Biry (Berry Barton), demesne 

land as opposed to villein land. The church, manor house (Church Living 

and Church Living Cottage), vicarage and glebe (as on tithe map) and 

mill (presumed to be on site of Manor Mill) are fairly straightforward. 

‘Northedon’ is conjecturally identified with the western part of 

Culverwell hill. Not shown is ‘La Coumbe’, probably the name of the 

wide part of the central valley. 

 

Names in upper case are the houses of free tenants, in so far as they can 

be identified with later or modern locations, that is to say, nearly all of 

them. With their ‘modern’ counterparts, they are Littelcombe 

(Littlecombe, location of house uncertain), La Regge (Edge Barton), 

Rowonhygh (Rockenhayne), La Hole (Hole House), Watercomb (Lower 

Watercombe), Celer (Sellars Wood) La Forde (Wootons?), Moggeheghe 

(on Mugs Lane, near Mugs Orchard on tithe map, by then part of Great 

Seaside).  

 

Names in lower case (except those in para 2 above) are the houses of 

unfree (villein) tenants in so far as they can be identified with later or 

modern locations, that is only about 6% of all villeins. With their 

‘modern’ counterparts, they are Slade (Little Slade) Weston (Lower 

Weston Farm), La Dene (see next para), Culverwill (Culverwell), Wode (Woodhouse, probably; possibly another Wode, not shown, was Woodhead), Wabbewell (Wobble), Bardenhill 

(Barnells), La Brygge (Bridge Farm, see next para), See (Great Seaside). 

 

The hamlets were called La Forde (Square, formerly Vicarage), Brygge (Bridge), La Dene (Street, formerly Dean), and Weston. However some of these were also the names of farms or 

holdings nearby, e.g. La Forde was a free tenancy of John Rocke, near the hamlet, possibly the later Wootons; John atte Brygge and Walter atte Brygge both had villein holdings at Brygge, of 

which Walter’s probably became the later Bridge Farm, where the NT is now; Dene referred not only to the hamlet  but to all the western valley above the church, so that Richard in the 

Dene, senior and junior, and Lucas in the Dene had villein holdings somewhere in it, and there was a free tenancy in La Dene,(not marked on the map, by oversight) which was higher up the 

valley in the vicinity of the later Cox’s Farm. Weston was the name of a villein holding (Lower Weston Farm, probably) as well as of the hamlet. 

 


